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ABSTRACT 

Inside the actual scenario of metallic components additive manufacturing, a wide range of 
processes are available, each one with its pros and cons. A process that still lies on its early 
developments stages, but presents very promising future has been known as Wire + Arc 
Additive Manufacturing (WAAM). The technique claims to produce large parts, with dozens of 
meters building envelope, with high buy-to-fly ratio. The WAAM technology has the advantage 
of using similar equipment and expertise of the already consolidate welding industry, especially 
the coating branch. In this work the widespread welding process Gas Metal Arc Welding 
(GMAW), was employed. One of the advantages of employing the GMAW is its inherent 
coaxiality between heating source and feedstock introduction, along with its reduced capital 
expenditure compared to other WAAM modalities. The coaxial feeding helps the dynamic of 
material deposition, once the torch does not require additional devices for wire input. 
Therefore, the process has been used in many WAAM application world widely due to its 
easiness in deposition path programming. However, depending on the deposition path 
strategy, defects arise due to inconstant peripherical conditions, like proximity with other pre-
deposited layers. An empirical analysis was made between two deposition strategies. The 
objective was to deposit 15 mm unitary layer, changing it lateral material spreading technique, 
but maintaining the same welding energy of 500 J/mm. The first with bead overlapping. The 
second with torch oscillation. With aid from High-speed Filming (HSF), the recording of the 
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metal transfer, from the tip of the wire to the substrate, was made possible. The HSF was aid 
by LASER lightening and posterior filtering, to evade the electric arc light and focus only on 
the metal transfer. The film was recorded with a rate of 5000 frames/s. A 1.2 mm diameter 
ER309LSi wire was used as feedstock along with industrial Argon gas. A dynamic feeding 
Fronius CMT equipment fed the wire in a 3.5 m/min rate, imposing an electric current of 89 A, 
according to a dedicated synergic program. For the overlapping trial, an 65% offset was 
chosen. For the oscillating technique, an amplitude of 16 mm was set. Both methodologies 
accomplished the desired 15 m thickness, although, not with the same geometric profile. The 
layer made by overlapping presented defects of lack of fusion between layers. The defect 
formation phenomena were captured in the high-speed filming, asserting that the arc anchors 
on the top of the first deposited bead, preventing it to heat the flanks. Simultaneously, as the 
wire melts, the melting pool tends to stick to the first bead walls, leaving a hole between the 
beads. On the other hand, the layer deposited by aid of oscillation was defect free. The results 
showed that further care needs to be taken in order to avoid this defect formation behavior. 
Per example, imposing the torch a slope toward the first bead flank would probably benefit the 
deposition, although it may decrease the movement flexibility, especially during turn-overs. 
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